Accessories Uniform Umpire Sales
Prices Current as of 01/14/10

DIAMOND WHL DLX BAG
$125.00
Diamond Deluxe wheel umpire equipment bag. Heavy Duty 840D fabric, Two compartments to separate
protective gear from clothes, Separate breathable head gear compartment to allow air dry, End panel and
compartments adjust to your needs, Easy glide wheels, eight inside pockets, Shoe bag and luggage ID tag
included Black 15"x16"x36". (item# 5035)

Diamond IX3 wheel equipment bag
$75.00

Heavy-duty water resistant nylon fabric, Telescopic pull-handle, Large easy rolling reinforced wheels, Ushaped top zipper to main compartment, Side and end zipped pockets, Dual carry handles with clasp. Black
Size 38"x15"x15" (item# 5034)

Diamond Equipment Bag
$33.00

Durable fabric with the look and feel of leather, U-shaped top zipper to main compartment, Two end zipper
pockets, Front zippered pocket for convenience, Dual carry handles with clasp, Adjustable/removable
shoulder strap. Black 25"x12"x12" (item# 5033)

Personal Gear Bag
$21.00
Umpire Personal Gear Bag. Waterproof PU lined 600D polyester, web handles & detachable shoulder strap,
side pocket zips off, Mesh ventilated end pocket. Black 24"Lx14"Wx14"H. (item# 5028)

Umpire Garmet Bag
$24.50

One piece navy garment bag has been designed with umpires in mind. It is waterproof and dustproof. Your
uniforms stay clean and dry. The bag has the "Official ASA" logo. Bag measures 24" wide x 36" tall.
(item# 2008)

Umpire Indicator Luggage Tag
$2.00

Umpire Indicator Luggage tag. (item# TAG)

Easton Diamond Flare Sunglasses
$24.50
Easton Diamond Flare Sunglasses feature performing impact resistant polycarbonate lenses and flexible
frames. Comfortable and lightweight. Easton Diamond Flares block out the sun in style. (item# 5400)

Brimz-Sunglasses
$13.00

Brimz Sunshades are a revolutionary new sports sunglasses design with 100% UV protection that
incorporates a wrap-around shield lens with a patented "Clip and Flip" nylon frame. The frame attaches to the
sides of the brim of any standard baseball cap. Brimz are MADE in the USA featuring a shatter resistant
Polycarbonate lens that is hard coated and scratch resistant. When not in use, Brimz easily flip up and hide
beneath the bill of the cap, not interfering with your line of vision. When flipped up, Brimz are virtually
undetectable. When needed, Brimz flip down perfectly into place. They will fit of most prescription
sunglasses. (item# 5300)

BRETT DELUXE SUNGLASSES
$32.75

Brett Deluxe Sporting Sunglasses with Hard Case. Along with a black hard shell case with "Brett" embosses
on the top, these sunglasses feature gray polarized lenses that offer 100% UV protection. In addition you
receive two additional two extra sets of lenses, flash blue and yellow, that can be easily be popped in and out
and perfect for every changing outdoor conditions. (item# 5450)

Official Line-up Cards
$8.50

Official 4"x8" ASA line-up cards (Sold in packs of 100)4 part carbonless form. (item# 650)

Line-up Card Holder
$2.50

Official ASA 4"x4" Line-up Card Holder. (item# 640)

New ASA Lineup Forms
$8.50

New Official ASA 8x5 1/2 line up forms. 4 part carbonless form. Comes in 100 count pack. (item# 670)

New Lineup Card Holder
$2.50

New 8x5 1/2 Official ASA Lineup card holder. (item# 660)

Bat Ring
$0.40

Official ASA Plastic Bat Ring. (item# 620)

Hole-e-Brush
$5.75

Hole-e-brush combines a plate brush and bat 2 1/4" bat guage into one tool. (item# 700)

Wooden Handle Plate Brush
$3.50

Wood Handle Nylon bristle plate brush with ASA logo. (item# UPBR)

UMPIRE COFFEE MUG
$4.25

11OZ Navy Ironstone Coffee Mug. Features Umpire Leisure logo on two sides. (item# L2005)

Stainless Steel Indicator
$3.25

Stainless Steel Indicator. Records balls, strikes and outs. (item# 529S)

Optic Yellow Dials in Black Plastic Molded Indicator With Innings
$3.25

Black plastic molded 3/2 (Balls & Strikes) indicator with optic yellow dials. Records balls, strikes, outs and
innings. 530i (item# 530I)

Plastic Indicator Yellow Dials
$3.00

Black plastic-molded indicator with optic yellow dials. Records balls, strikes and outs. (item# 530)

4/3 Plastic Indicator with White Dials
$3.00

4/3 Black plastic-molded indicator with optic yellow dials. Records balls (0-4), strikes (0-3) and outs (0-3).
(item# 529)

ASA SHIELD/UMP LOGO COIN
$4.25

ASA Shield and Umpire logo flip coin. (item# 633)

ASA 75th Anniversary Flip Coin
$4.25

NEW!!! ASA 75th Anniversary Flip Coin. Features ASA Shield and Umpire logo along with the 75 year date
'1933 - 2008. (item# 632)

Flip Coin - Indicator Style
$4.25

ASA Indicator/Mask style flipping coin. (item# 625)

Flip Coin – Softball Heads/Tails
$4.25

Don't be confused on this any more. Softball stitch replica Flip Coin with Heads and Tails. Plastic storage case
included. (item# 634)

Flip Coin – Indicator Mask Heads/Tails
$4.25

Flip Coin - Indicator/Mask Heads or Tails flip coin. Includes plastic storage case. (item# 635)

